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Appendix 1: Tabulated results and villagers’ comments A1 

Eydon Village Design Statement Questionnaire, 2009 

 

Appendix 1: Tabulated results and villagers’ comments 

 

Introduction 

In November 2009, a total of 195 questionnaire packs were distributed to every household identified in the 

village and parish of Eydon.  Of these, nine were empty at the time of the survey and a further 11, whilst 

occupied, showed no signs of life during the collection period suggesting that their owners were absent at 

the time.  147 questionnaires were collected back from the remaining 175 houses, a gross collection rate of 

84%.  Of these, nine were blank, leaving a final total of 138 filled-in responses, representing the opinions of 

79% of available households in Eydon. 

Given below are the tabulated results from these 138 questionnaires, along with all the comments requested 

by questions 20, 22 and 33, as well as additional comment added to individual questions written on the 

forms.  Not all questions were answered on all questionnaires giving the different response rates note below 

for each question. 

Treatment of the Raw Data 

The results are set out in tables with the range of options available (usually from Strongly Agree to Strongly 

Disagree) and show the total number of votes for each of those options.   

Because of the variable number of votes cast (and some questions were for households rather than 

individuals) it is not easy to compare the results directly from one question to another, so this raw data has 

been normalised and expressed as a percentage distribution of the total votes for that question.  This is the 

value in the shaded boxes. 

Below the table is the value for the ‘weighted average response’ to that question.  This is the standard 

statistical tool for handling data in this format and gives a single value measure of the degree of support or 

otherwise to the question.   

It gives more weight to strongly held agreement or disagreement over those who just agreed or disagreed, 

and takes into account the number of people who did not support either.  It is expressed as a percentage, 

and can vary between +100% and -100%.  Positive values show that the village on average supported the 

statement, and the size of the number, between 0 and +100%, shows the level of that support.  Given the 

weighting used, a value of 0% is equivalent to ‘No opinion’; +50% to ‘Agree’ and +100% to ‘Strongly Agree’ 

Likewise a negative number shows that the village on average does not support the statement and again, 

the size of the number between 0% (‘no opinion’) and ‘-100%’ (equivalent to ‘Strongly Disagree’), indicates 

the level of the opposition. 

(Mathematically it is the sum of all the ‘Strongly Agree’ votes plus half the ‘Agree’ votes, less all the ‘Strongly 

Disagree’ and half the ‘Disagree’ votes, the result being divided by the total number of votes given, including 

the 'no opinions'.  It is symmetrical in that it gives equal weight to positive and negative strong opinions.) 

Lastly, any anecdotal evidence is given.  This is the additional comment that some people have written on 

the form about that question.  The letter in brackets (A), (B) etc in front of each comment is purely to mark its 

position in that particular list of comments. 
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Q1 to Q5, Questions about Demographics 

Q1 In your household, how many people are aged: (138 Households) 

Ages 0-5 6 - 17 18-21 22-45 46-65 65+ Unspecified Totals 

Male 12 17 6 38 51 30 5 159 

Female 9 15 12 38 50 26 6 156 

Totals 21 32 18 76 101 56 11 315 

Distribution 6.7% 10.2% 5.7% 24.1% 32.1% 17.8% 3.5%  

Of these 315 villagers, 294 are 6 and over, and 262 are adult (18 and over) 

From these results, the average villager’s age is 42 years and 10 months, that of men being 43 years and 2 

months; women 42 years and 6 months. 

 From theses results, the size of households can be calculated (138 Households) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 more 

31 66 15 22 4 0 0 

22.5% 47.8% 10.9% 15.9% 2.9% 0.0% 0.0% 

 Averages size of household is 2.28 persons per household 

 

Q2 How many years have you lived in Eydon? (137 households) 

0 -1 1 – 5 6 – 15 16 - 25 26 – 50 50+ 

14 25 45 16 29 8 

10.2% 18.2% 32.8% 11.7% 21.2% 5.8% 

 Average length of residence per household is 18 years and 4 months. 

 

Q3 When was your dwelling built? (133 households) 

Pre 1900 1900 to 1950 1951 to 1990 Post 1990 

63 11 51 10 

46.7% 8.1% 37.8% 7.4% 

 

Q4 In your household, how many people are? (292 responses) 

In full time 

education 

Employed Self 

Employed 

Unemployed Retired Unwaged, housewife, 

carer etc 

Other 

43 102 61 7 64 9 8 

14.6% 34.7% 20.7% 2.4% 21.8% 3.1% 2.7% 

 

Q5 In your household, how many members’ main place of work or study are; (212 responses) 

At home Elsewhere in the village Within 10 miles Within 11 – 30 miles Over 30 miles 

51 7 56 65 33 

24.1% 3.3% 26.4% 30.7% 15.6% 

 Average distance travelled to work: 14.5 miles 
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Q6 to Q11, Questions about the Village’s Landscape and Setting 

 

Q6 How many members in your household believe that the setting of the church and its surroundings 

should be preserved? (282 responses) 

Strongly Agree Agree No Opinion Disagree Strongly Disagree 

214 58 9 3 0 

75.4% 20.4% 3.2% 1.1% 0.0% 

 Weighted average response:  +85.0% 

Additional Comments on Q6: (A) Support for setting of churchyard and graves, but not fields surrounding 

them;  (B) church is usually the heart of the village. 

 

Q7 How many members in your household feel that the settings of the communal open spaces in the 

village, the green and sports field, should be preserved? (282 responses) 

Strongly Agree Agree No Opinion Disagree Strongly Disagree 

213 60 8 3 0 

75.0% 21.1% 2.8% 1.1% 0.0% 

 Weighted average response:  +85.0% 

Additional comments on Q7: (A)  Support for preservation of setting of sports field, not the green;  (B) That 

cricket should be maintained;  (C) the open spaces should be preserved but private property surrounding 

them should not be effected. 

 

Q8 How many members in your household feel that the public footpaths, bridleways and verges should 

be maintained? (281 responses) 

Strongly Agree Agree No Opinion Disagree Strongly Disagree 

205 71 7 0 0 

72.4% 25.1% 2.5% 0.0% 0.0% 

 Weighted average response:  +85.0% 

Additional Comments on Q8: (A) Why wouldn't they? 

 

Q9 How many members in your household believe that existing views within and on approach to the 

village are important to maintain its rural character? (276 responses) 

Strongly Agree Agree No Opinion Disagree Strongly Disagree 

179 78 17 4 0 

64.4% 28.1% 6.1% 1.4% 0.0% 

 Weighted average response:  +77.7% 

Additional Comments on Q9:  (A) I fear this is too broad a question as the approaches to the village vary 

enormously in beauty. 
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Q10 How many members in your household believe that residents/businesses should be encouraged to 

maintain, and where applicable replace, trees and hedgerows which contribute to the amenity and landscape 

of the village? (277 responses) 

Strongly Agree Agree No Opinion Disagree Strongly Disagree 

143 100 30 6 0 

53.1% 35.8% 10.8% 2.2% 0.0% 

 Weighted average response:  +68.1% 

Additional Comments on Q10: (A) Disagrees, but notes would actually like a branch removed and hedge cut 

so that I have a view! 

 

Q11 In the interests of conserving and enhancing the rural nature of Eydon, how many members in your 

household believe that all electrical and telephone wiring should be laid underground? (276 responses) 

Strongly Agree Agree No Opinion Disagree Strongly Disagree 

96 97 62 23 0 

34.5% 34.9% 22.3% 8.3% 0.0% 

 Weighted average response:  +47.8% 

Additional Comments on Q11: (A) Disagrees because of damage to roads which are poorly/badly maintained 

anyway.;  (B) depends where in the village;  (C) but most is underground  

 

 

 

Q12 to Q17, Questions about Eydon’s Buildings & Settlement  

 

Q12 How many members in your household believe there is any need for more accommodation in 

Eydon?     (269 responses) 

Strongly Agree Agree No Opinion Disagree Strongly Disagree 

25 47 65 72 60 

9.3% 17.5% 24.2% 26.8% 22.3% 

 Weighted average response:      -17.7% 

Additional Comments on Q12:  (A) provided it is the lower end of the market and can support families 

wanting to remain together in the village; (B) more young(ish) people to contribute to village activities. 

 

Q13 How many members in your household want more houses in Eydon (277 responses) 

Strongly Agree Agree No Opinion Disagree Strongly Disagree 

23 56 43 67 88 

8.3% 20.2% 15.5% 24.2% 31.8% 

 Weighted average response:    -25.5% 

Additional Comments on Q13: (A) The only way I'll get broadband is if another housing estate goes up.  I 

want broadband.  
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Q14 If you agree with the statement in Q13, how many members of your household believe that this 

development should be: - (105 responses from 50 households) 

Infill only Small estates Medium estate Large estate 

on existing plots 2 to 6 houses 7 to 14 houses 15 plus 

42 43 15 5 

40.0% 41.0% 14.3% 4.8% 

Additional Comments on Q14: (A) must be within village envelope; (B) Must look like old village houses, or 

wonderful fresh architecture;  (C) only if extremely carefully designed and meet criteria in Q16 and Q23;  (D) 

'0' in Infill, with NO next to it. 

 

Q15 How many members in your household agree that when replacing windows, doors etc the scale, 

size, materials and style should match the architectural and historic character of the village? 

  (278 responses) 

Strongly Agree Agree No Opinion Disagree Strongly disagree 

115 115 31 13 4 

41.4% 41.4% 11.2% 4.7% 1.4% 

 Weighted average response:     +58.3% 

Additional Comments on Q15: (A) Only if meets ecological principles; (B) meaningless (ie the words 

architectural and historic character in question);  (C) But quite ideological;  (D) 'Not slavishly keeping 

eyesores unimproved' ; (E) Depends on where in the village'; (F) Question changed from 'of the village' to 'of 

the particular house'  

 

Q16 With any proposed new development, the scale, density, mass, height, layout, materials, 

architectural detailing, access and landscape must combine to ensure that it blends well within the context of 

its surroundings within the village.  How many members in your household: - (275 responses) 

Strongly Agree Agree No Opinion Disagree Strongly disagree 

177 78 19 1 0 

64.4% 28.4% 6.9% 0.4% 0.0% 

 Weighted average response:     +78.4% 

Additional Comments on Q16:  (A) Probably be too late now!; (B) Subjective! 

 

Q17 Do you believe that environmentally sustainable power generation should be encouraged within the 

community, subject to planning requirements and provided the construction is appropriately designed and 

located?  How many members in your household: - (270 responses) 

Strongly Agree Agree No Opinion Disagree Strongly disagree 

89 93 39 32 17 

33.0% 34.4% 14.4% 11.9% 6.3% 

 Weighted average response:     +38.0% 

Additional Comments on Q17:  (A) As long as not an eyesore!; (B) Essential!; (C) Agree with sustainability 

but not wind turbines and other eyesores!; (D) If wind turbines - No unless completely hidden. Solar panels 

yes; (E) not possible without ugly solar panels or noisy wind generation equipment. 
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Q18 to Q23, Questions about Roads and Traffic  

Q18 How many cars are there in your household and where are they normally kept? (137 Households) 

Garage Car port Drive By kerb On verge Elsewhere Total 

26 10 124 74 1 9 244 

10.7% 4.1% 50.8% 30.3% 0.4% 3.7%  

Cars per household 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

5 41 72 8 7 4 0 

3.6% 29.9% 52.6% 5.8% 5.1% 2.9% 0.0% 

 Average cars per household: 1.77            Average cars per adult:  0.93 

 

Q19 How many members in your household believe that speeding traffic is a problem in the village? 

  (279 responses) 

Strongly Agree Agree No Opinion Disagree Strongly disagree 

45 114 51 48 21 

16.1% 40.9% 18.3% 17.2% 7.5% 

 Weighted average response:     +20.4% 

Additional Comments on Q19:  (A) Not regularly, but isolated drivers can be a problem; (B) Agrees, with 

qualification " at certain times of day"; (C) perhaps Lime Av might pose a problem? 

 

Q20 If you agree with the statement in Q19, how many of your household think that any of the following 

could be regarded as a cost effective form of dealing with the issue?  (i.e. speeding in the village)  

 Reduce speed limit to 20 mph? 

  Yes  97 No 52 +30.3% in favour 

 Road engineering to calm speed of traffic flow? 

  Yes  40 No 92 -39.8% against 

 One way traffic system? 

  Yes  13 No 117 -81.7% against 

 Automatic speed notification signs on entry to village? 

  Yes  114 No 47 +42.5% in favour 

 Road width restrictions on entry to village to enforce speed reduction? 

  Yes  61 No 72 -8.3% against 

 

Q20 also asked if villagers had any other suggestions for calming traffic in the village.  The 36 responses 

broke down roughly into the following 4 groups: 

Change nothing  (11) 

(A) Please!  None of the above!!; (B) No speed bumps!; (C) Don't want to see any obstructions e.g. sleeping 

policeman/speed notification signs;  (D) no white gates or dummy gates please; (E) Keep horses off the 

road, especially round blind bends!; (F) No more signs; leave the roads alone - the village is not suburban; 

(G) Road width restrictions would cause problems for farming; (H) A one-way system would mean that 
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parking wouldn't impede progress.; (I) Icy weather will need traffic to go safest way round village, so 1-way 

system won’t work.; (J) We do not believe road engineering of any sort really works and increases pollution; 

(K) 30 mph is ignored now- lowering limits will not help, speed bumps are noisy and damages cars. 

Speed traps (11) 

(A) More police camera traps; (B) Regular radar traps on village roads; (C) Speed camera occasionally 

employed to remind drivers they may be caught if they don't respect inhabitants lives!  False cameras?; (D) 

enforcement camera/s; (E) As speeding tends to be a problem at certain times of day, to have irregular 

speed checks;  (F) The main area for this problem is Lime Ave. Neighbourhood speed checks could be 

periodically introduced (village volunteers or police); (G) Mobile speed cameras with signs; (H) Enforcing the 

speed limit. Make roads into village access only;  (I) Although we do not think speeding is a regular problem 

reducing the limit to 20mph is a good idea.; (J) Maybe residents able to note speeding traffic with a speed 

gun and report to police. Could have a rota system; (K) Car parking effective speed control. Need speed 

traps) 

Education (5) 

(A) Educate drivers properly during test prep; (B) Courtesy and good manners when driving; (C) Injunctions 

to ban speeders from village!; (D) Name & Shame drivers/cars?; (E) Talk to residents as I have seen many 

speeding. 

Change roads (9) 

(A) Small zones of yellow lines, i.e. junctions; (B) rumble strips; (C) Paint the road a different colour. Golden 

like foot paths!!! ; (D) sign at Lime Ave (i.e. not entrance to village); (E) Possibly to width restrictions. 

Important not to change the look of the village with signage; (F) There is a need for better road layout on 

Lime Ave. Possibly narrowing to allow traffic to pass one way at a time.; (G) Change of priorities at junction 

of Hill View & Lime Avenue - Give Way;  (H) Park on both sides create chicane. Close High St to thro traffic -

access only; (I) Signs are of no use or there is no one to enforce the speed limit, you must restrict traffic 

movement in order to reduce speed. 

 

Q21 How many members of your household believe that any new street furniture (signage, markings 

etc) introduced by these schemes should respect the character of the village in terms of design, density and 

siting.       (265 responses) 

Strongly Agree Agree No Opinion Disagree Strongly disagree 

132 105 22 4 2 

49.8% 39.6% 8.3% 1.5% 0.8% 

 Weighted average response:     +68.1% 

Additional Comments on Q21:  (A) Why do we need street furniture, it adds nothing. There is NO need for 

street furniture! See example of Oxford Circus, London, where they have taken away furniture and [rest 

illegible] ; (B) Too much signage!;  (C);Voted for No Opinion, comment: 'Impossible to achieve'.  

 

Q22 How many members in your household believe that parking is a problem in the village?  

  (281 responses) 

Strongly Agree Agree No Opinion Disagree Strongly disagree 

132 98 38 9 4 

47.0% 34.9% 13.5% 3.2% 1.4% 

 Weighted average response:     +61.3% 

 

 

Q22 also asked if villagers had any other suggestions for solving the problem of parking in the village.  The 

50 responses broke down roughly into the following 6 groups: 
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No Change (4) 

(A) No - we just have to live with it.; (B) But probably difficult to deal with now, especially along Preston 

Capes Road - where are the cars from those new houses going to go!!; (C) Its a village, what can you do?; 

(D) Too late, too many houses have been built with inadequate parking. 

New Parking Area  (17) 

(A) Explore possibility of hiring field adjacent to Village Hall for parking during functions at hall.; (B) Can 

village hall have its own car park?; (C) Local Authorities to buy land off Drs Lane - 2 spaces per property to 

free up parking for VH parking;  (D) Compulsory purchase of field for car parking behind Jolyon Bulls on the 

High Street for use by residents  & Village Hall;  (E) Buy field behind village hall for general parking and don't 

allow (to the left of it) garages to be turned into part of the house i.e. The Cedars; (F) Sadly not in the main 

area which is the High Street - there is simply no where else unless the field adjacent to the village hall could 

be utilised in part for off road parking by residents only;  (G) Village Hall car park to be created somewhere.; 

(H) Maybe Village Hall parking edge of village? by the church?;  (I) If land were available, would a village car 

park offer a solution, particularly if gated and at least part secure, for use of residents who could rent space; 

(J) Overflow village car park; (K) Encourage off road parking with communal facilities;  (L) Car park for 

visitors to the village;  (M) Provide a car park, especially for visiting non-residents;  (N) Develop a village car 

park & double yellow parts of village;  (O) Car Parking Areas Where Possible;  (P) A bit of common sense & 

courtesy. Parking lessons for some! Pay Geoff Amos for village parking + people park + walk!; (Q) One way 

system so everyone could park on one side. 

Shared cars and parking spaces (7) 

(A) Web based car sharing scheme to reduce car ownerships.  Promote smaller vehicles; (B) Shared car 

parking space on driveways not used by occupiers; (C) buy smaller cars. Arrange use of any neighbours 

unused spaces?; (D) Cars should park closer, smaller cars; (E) Garage/driveway sharing scheme.  Car park 

for visitors to the village.  In general, considerate parking so that neighbours can find a space (i.e. not taking 

two spaces thus depriving others.) 

Permits  (8) 

(A) Designated spaces outside house, additional visitor parking elsewhere;  (B) People should use their own 

allocated places/drives; (C) Residents Parking Permits; (D) Permits;  (E) Permit parking?;  (F) 1 car per 

household;  (G) Residents only permitted;  (H) Mark the spaces on the road.  Each dwelling should only be 

allowed one space. Other vehicles they have to find off street parking.  

Fines for people with off road parking who don't use it! (12) 

(A) Fine people with adequate off road parking who don't use them!;  (B) Those with off road parking should 

be fined for not using it!;  (C) People with drives should be compelled to use them; (D) If rules stipulate a 

house build requires a garage, the owner must use that garage for their car; (E) Those who have off road 

parking should use it; (F) Encourage those with off street parking to use it; (G) Regular inspections to monitor 

illegal or inconsiderate parking; (H) There are people who have off road parking but do not us it! Maybe 

talking to them may persuade them to use it. Short of a commercial car park there does not seem any option; 

(I) Some people do have drives or garages to park in; (J) Identify those with driveways and request them not 

to park on the road; (K) Use driveways/parking areas *not on pavements* *Use common sense in on road 

parking - don't restrict roadway for emergency service vehicles!!; (L) Local people using the pub should park 

in the car park. 

Planning Changes (12) 

(A) Insist that existing garages are used. Do not grant planning permission for conversion of garages to 

houses; (B) Stop infilling driveways; (C) Don't convert garages to dwellings; (D) Infill buildings should 

accommodate cars, not people; (E) No more development without parking allowance for at least 2 cars per 

household; (F) Any new developments should have off-road parking; (G) No new developments without 

adequate off road parking; (H) Do not give planning permission for infill unless they have parking off road for 

all their vehicles; (I) Prohibit parking in dangerous places e.g. the junction on Moreton Road & High Street.; 

(J) Enforce law not to park within 10 metres of junction. The corner High Street/School Lane is a junction; (K) 

In view of number of parked cars in High St, one way system would be welcome; (L) That the Royal Oak 

clearly mark spaces in its c/park and stop patrons parking on the pavement. 
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Q23 How many members in your household believe that any new building developments must be 

designed to ensure that they do not add to any existing parking problems? (282 responses) 

Strongly Agree Agree No Opinion Disagree Strongly disagree 

202 71 9 0 0 

71.6% 25.2% 3.2% 0.0% 0.0% 

 Weighted average response:     +84.3% 

Addition Comments on Q23:  (A) This may present a conflict of interest with Q16, if 'Strongly Agree' leads to 

larger mass or scale of house to cope with built-in garage - and no 3-storey. 

 

 

 

Q24 to Q33, Questions about Services and Amenities  

Q24 How important are the bus services to your household? (263 responses) 

Essential Important Not important Never use Wouldn’t use 

15 86 90 70 2 

5.7% 32.7% 34.2% 26.6% 0.8% 

 

Important destinations (68 responses) 
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55 41 26 15 14 8 5 3 

80.9% 60.3% 38.2% 22.1% 20.6% 11.8% 7.4% 4.4% 

 

Q25 How would your household rate (from 1, poor, to 5, excellent) the service they get from each? 

  (136 households) 

 Electricity Water/ 

Sewage 

Internet  

access 

Mobile phone 

access 

Total Score 528 532 265 196 

Average Percentage 

Satisfaction 

72.1% 72.8% 23.7% 11.0% 

Average percentage satisfaction is calculated by dividing the total score for each facility by the response to 

that service. It is expressed as a percentage, +100% if everyone gave that service ‘5’, 0% if everyone gave 

a service ‘1’. 

 

Q26 How many people in your household work from home? (227 responses) 

Never Occasionally Regularly Full time 

114 56 46 11 

50.2% 24.7% 20.3% 4.8% 
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Q27 Businesses developments in the village should be encouraged, provided they do not adversely 

affect the community with unreasonable traffic volumes or working hours or pollution.  How many members 

of your household agree with this? (272 responses) 

Strongly Agree Agree No Opinion Disagree Strongly Disagree 

53 151 28 33 7 

19.5% 55.5% 10.3% 12.1% 2.6% 

 Weighted average response:  +38.3% 

Additional Comments on Q27:  (A) NB Pollution is an issue, but your leading question is inappropriate!; (B) 

"But Geoff Amos should be on A361 not in Eydon". 

 

How many in your household agree with the following statements? 

Q28     The village is too small to support a shop (271 responses) 

  Yes  95 No 176  

 i.e. by almost 2:1, the village thought it could support a shop. 

Additional comments on Q28: (A) and post office?; (B) - but may support a primary school!; (C) the village 

used to have a shop!; (D) support increasing size of village to support shop. 

 

Q29       More street lighting is needed (277 responses) 

  Yes  101 No 176  

 i.e. by 7:4, the village do not want more street lighting. 

 

Q30     More bench seating is needed (257 responses) 

  Yes  64 No 193 

 i.e. by 3:1, the village do not want more benches. 

 

Q31     More litter bins are needed  (264 responses) 

  Yes  85 No 179 

 i.e. by 2:1, the village do not want more litter bins. 

Additional comment on Q31: (A) The litter that is an issue is thrown out of passing vehicles 

 

Q32     More bins for dog droppings are needed (263 responses) 

  Yes  149 No 114 

 i.e. by a margin of 30%, the village do want more doggie bins. 

Additional comments on Q32: (A) These are STILL not used regularly by some; (B) No need for more bins 

as some people don't pick it up anyway!; (C) Less dogs!; (D) take it (litter) home; (E) No to more dog bins, 

but note to take it home!  

 

Q33 Is there one thing that your respondents value most about the village that they feel has not been 

included on the questionnaire?   (49 responses) 

 

This question allowed respondents free range to raise matters about the village that they felt were 

important to them. The responses could be grouped in to four main topic areas plus an addition 

miscellaneous group. 
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Village Hall (14 responses) 

(A) Maintenance of village hall is vital.  Location of village hall.;  (B) Great having the village hall in the 

centre of the village - centre of the community; (C) Use of community space - Village Hall - should maintain 

its central location as an amenity to the village. Shop/PO run 1/wk from this location?; (D) Village Hall 

remaining central for activities in the village. Open door policy of Church. Church library, mobile library. 

pub.; (E) The Village Hall - as a valuable centre of the community should remain the centre of the village.;  

(F) There is no mention of the Village Hall, a significant amenity; (G) Central location of the village hall is 

vital to this close-knit community; (H) save the village hall; (I) The village hall should stay where it is; (J) 

The village hall must be preserved or replaced but is also essential for community; (K) Future of the village 

hall; (L) The village hall. A good village hall is a valued asset that must be maintained if we are to preserve 

that friendly, homely community feel that Eydon has and all others envy; (M) The importance of the village 

hall and pub as amenities and places for community activities/socialising also the sports field and church;  

(N) The village hall should stay where its always been. 

 

Community and Peace and Quiet (9 responses) 

(A) I value neighbourhood concerns and security. Neighbourhood Watch is excellent and newsletter 

detailing any issues and events to raise awareness. Signing to deter criminal activity?;  (B) The peace and 

quiet is very valuable - control of unnecessary noise is important e.g. barking dogs!;  (C) Safe Community.  

Sense of community, with arranged events. Quietness, recycling, beauty - structure of the village and 

surroundings; (D) Peace and Quiet; (E) Sense of community; (F) The peace and quiet – lovely; (G) A good 

welcoming feeling from the residents and neighbours, 'Village Help' 'Village News' etc;  (H) Eydon's usp is 

that it's a small, quiet, unspoiled village, off the beaten track with close-knit community. Let's try to keep it 

that way. PS can we get rid of the golden gravel?; (I) Good neighbours, active clubs, surrounding 

countryside.  

 

Development Issues (9 responses) 

(A) We think it is important to note that the village is as it is due to development - evolving over the years.  

To be a live village we must allow it to continue to do so!; (B) Development of new build should be both in 

keeping with the character of the village but where possible Eco-friendly. Any new development should 

offer something positive to the environment/village.  

(C) Protection of the surrounding countryside from development which is one of the key characteristics of 

the village; (D) The village should not extend except for re-development of existing houses or 'brown-fill' 

development; (E) Respect for the village boundaries; (F) The beautiful view up through the bridleway in 

Hollow Way, as you come into the village. I cannot imagine having to look at a housing estate - what an 

utter disaster for the village if planning is allowed.  

(G) A continuation of pavements to all houses in Eydon. With more houses, what about more allotments as 

new houses have tiny gardens. Some garages to store stuff would be great too; (H) Access road 

maintenance not up to standard for 21st century. 

(I) Q14 should include affordable housing. 

 

The Royal Oak (7 responses) 

(A) The pub and village hall;  (B) Pub excellent (if pricey food); (C) Ensuring we do not go the way of 

Morton Pinkney and lose our pub!; (D) Make the pub a more family friendly area for the kids during the 

busy summer months; (E) Character of pub to be maintained; (F) The public house is the only place that 

the village comes together in a social setting; (G) Pub should be encouraged to be a PO/depot for 

deliveries. 

 

Miscellaneous (14 responses) 

(A) If you're going to ask our opinions they should be taken into account. The village should move forwards 

as the majority wants. We hope the results of this questionnaire are going to be published and used to 

develop the village in a democratic way; (B) This is a rural village of individuals who should not have the 

prejudices of urban minded groups imposed upon them; (C) We strongly oppose the increasing 
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urbanisation of the village and believe residents should be encouraged to embrace countryside living rather 

than try to turn the village into a suburb. 

(D) Support for a primary School?; (E) Insufficient facilities for young people 

(F) Very important to have a regular bus link to Woodford Halse for all those who don't drive/have access to 

a car - say twice daily and back.  

(G) Mobile shop very useful (Chris Mumford) Village magazine very useful too; (H) Cost effective shop?  

Safe access to Sports Field?; (I) Supply of gas;  

(J) Bonfires should not be allowed in the village; 

(K) More effort should be taken by residents (in some cases) to the general upkeep to exteriors areas of 

their property i.e. frontages/fences hedges etc; (L) It's a beautiful village but the first thing you see entering 

the village from the Culworth direction is an old caravan - the feel of the village should be maintained from 

first view entering the village; (M) Value its remote location. Public footpaths could be better maintained 

with broader access. Private landowners are too restrictive about access right of way. Try consulting some 

of the expertise in the village....i.e. The sports field committee would benefit from some help!!! 

(N) Crime prevention-cctv monitoring of vehicles entering village. 
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Eydon Village Design Statement Questionnaire 

 

November 16th 2009 

Dear Eydon resident 
 

Here is your copy of the Eydon Village Design Statement (VDS) 
Questionnaire, which we hope you will fill in.   You may remember the recent 
supplement to Eydon Village News which explained what the VDS is and why 
we need your help. 

Scope  

Our VDS aims to inform future developers on how the village should look.  
This questionnaire is to obtain the views of people living in Eydon on some 
aspects that the VDS will cover as well as some topics that will be outside its 
remit.  Some of these tie in with questions asked in the Village Appraisal of 
1995, but others have been included so as to gauge the village’s opinion on 
matters that they consider important.  It is hoped that some of these might be 
included as non-statutory ‘Village Preferences’ alongside the VDS Guidelines 
(which will form part of the formal planning document). 

All your views count 

We are seeking the views of as many people in the village as possible, NOT 
just one view per household, so we ask that responses show the number of 
people in the household who hold each individual opinion.  Obviously very 
young children will not be able to respond but it is not an adults-only event 
and younger people are encouraged to contribute their views. 

If anyone would like to make their own individual response, further copies of 
this questionnaire can be obtained from any member of the VDS group, 
whose details are overleaf, or it can be downloaded as a PDF version from 
the Parish Council website (under ‘Miscellaneous Documents’ on the 
‘Archive’ page) at: www.eydon.org.uk/epc.  A draft version of the VDS is also 
available from the same place. 

Questions and help 
If you have queries, if you need help filling in the form or if you (or one of your 
neighbours) need a large print version of this letter or the questionnaire, ask 
any member of the group. 
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Filling the questions in 

Most questions are in fact statements so you just need to fill in one of a 
series of boxes ranging from ‘Strongly Agree‘ to ‘Strongly Disagree’. 

For example, in response to the question: “How many members in your 
household believe that speeding traffic is a problem in the village?”  If you 
and your partner think it is a problem, your mother thinks it definitely is, and 
your son is not bothered, then you would enter in the boxes below the 
question: 

Strongly Agree 1  Agree 2  No Opinion 1  Disagree   Strongly disagree  

Additional comments, on any aspect of the VDS or questionnaire, will be 
welcome.  Please write them on a separate sheet and include it with your 
returned form. 

Returning the forms 

Please take a few minutes to fill in the form and replace it in the envelope it 
came in. 

This will be collected from your home one week after delivery (nominally 
week commencing November 23rd).  If you will be away, or if were out when 
we called, please contact any of the group, or even return the envelope 
directly to your nearest group member.  We are hoping to have all the 
questionnaires returned before the start of December. 

Remember, your views matter! 

Yours faithfully 

The VDS group 

 

The questionnaire and draft VDS has been prepared by a group of villagers, 
under the sponsorship of the Parish Council.  Please fell free to contact any 
of them about any aspect of the VDS or the questionnaire 

Rosie Blanshard  6 School Lane blanshardrcb@googlemail.com 263499 

Tim Burns 43 High Street tim3592002@yahoo.co.uk 264629 

John Bushell 69 High Street john@bushell09.wanadoo.co.uk 262152 

Mick Hawes 15 High Street  mickhawes@btinternet.com  261059  

Kevin Lodge 18 High Street kevin.lodge@toucansurf.com 261535 

Sue Russell 10 Manitoba Way sue.russell04@btinternet.com 262728 

Bob Taylor 36 Lime Avenue bobandpam@btconnect.com 264055 
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!:)M! PQ!<7.!,41$$!E'0;!0;$!20,0$8$%0!'%!:)=F!;7E!8,%<!8$8-$12!7Q!<7.1!;7.2$;7/&!-$/'$3$!
0;,0!0;'2!&$3$/7#8$%0!2;7./&!-$*!V!

! P%Q'//!7%/<!X7%!$('20'%4!#/702Y! ! ! W$&'.8!$20,0$!Xg!07!)M!;7.2$2Y! !

! L8,//!$20,0$2!X9!07!I!;7.2$2Y! ! ! ],14$!$20,0$!X)A!#/.2Y! !

!

:)A! _7E!8,%<!8$8-$12!'%!<7.1!;7.2$;7/&!,41$$!0;,0!E;$%!1$#/,6'%4!E'%&7E2F!&7712!$06!0;$!26,/$F!
2'l$F!8,0$1',/2!,%&!20</$!2;7./&!8,06;!0;$!,16;'0$60.1,/!,%&!;'2071'6!6;,1,60$1!7Q!0;$!3'//,4$j!

! L017%4/<!"41$$! ! ! "41$$! ! ! D7!N#'%'7%! ! ! K'2,41$$! ! ! L017%4/<!&'2,41$$! !

!

:)I! `'0;!,%<!#17#72$&!%$E!&$3$/7#8$%0F!0;$!26,/$F!&$%2'0<F!8,22F!;$'4;0F!/,<7.0F!8,0$1',/2F!
,16;'0$60.1,/!&$0,'/'%4F!,66$22!,%&!/,%&26,#$!8.20!678-'%$!07!$%2.1$!0;,0!'0!-/$%&2!E$//!E'0;'%!
0;$!67%0$(0!7Q!'02!2.117.%&'%42!E'0;'%!0;$!3'//,4$U!!_7E!8,%<!8$8-$12!'%!<7.1!;7.2$;7/&*!V!

! L017%4/<!"41$$! ! ! "41$$! ! ! D7!N#'%'7%! ! ! K'2,41$$! ! ! L017%4/<!&'2,41$$! !
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:)g! K7!<7.!-$/'$3$!0;,0!$%3'17%8$%0,//<!2.20,'%,-/$!#7E$1!4$%$1,0'7%!2;7./&!-$!$%67.1,4$&!
E'0;'%!0;$!6788.%'0<F!2.-m$60!07!#/,%%'%4!1$?.'1$8$%02!,%&!#173'&$&!0;$!67%201.60'7%!'2!
,##17#1',0$/<!&$2'4%$&!,%&!/76,0$&j!!_7E!8,%<!8$8-$12!'%!<7.1!;7.2$;7/&*!V!

! L017%4/<!"41$$! ! ! "41$$! ! ! D7!N#'%'7%! ! ! K'2,41$$! ! ! L017%4/<!&'2,41$$! !

!

!

?$*#.&*%#&M4*II(C&

:)J! _7E!8,%<!6,12!,1$!0;$1$!'%!<7.1!;7.2$;7/&!,%&!E;$1$!,1$!0;$<!%718,//<!@$#0j!

! P%!,!S,1,4$! P%!,!6,1!#710! N%!0;$!&1'3$! a<!0;$!@$1-! N%!0;$!3$14$! B/2$E;$1$! +70,/!

! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

!

:)H! _7E!8,%<!8$8-$12!'%!<7.1!;7.2$;7/&!-$/'$3$!0;,0!2#$$&'%4!01,QQ'6!'2!,!#17-/$8!'%!0;$!3'//,4$j!

! L017%4/<!"41$$! ! ! "41$$! ! ! D7!N#'%'7%! ! ! K'2,41$$! ! ! L017%4/<!&'2,41$$! !

!

:9G! PQ!<7.!,41$$!E'0;!0;$!20,0$8$%0!'%!:)HF!;7E!8,%<!7Q!<7.1!;7.2$;7/&!0;'%@!0;,0!,%<!7Q!0;$!
Q7//7E'%4!67./&!-$!1$4,1&$&!,2!,!6720!$QQ$60'3$!Q718!7Q!&$,/'%4!E'0;!0;$!'22.$j!

! b$2! ! D7!

R$&.6$!2#$$&!/'8'0!07!9G!8#;! ! ! !

R7,&!$%4'%$$1'%4!07!6,/8!2#$$&!7Q!01,QQ'6!Q/7E! ! ! !

N%$!E,<!01,QQ'6!2<20$8!! ! ! !

".078,0'6!2#$$&!%70'Q'6,0'7%!2'4%2!7%!$%01<!07!3'//,4$! ! ! !

R7,&!E'&0;!1$201'60'7%2!7%!$%01<!07!3'//,4$!07!$%Q716$!2#$$&!1$&.60'7%! ! ! !

!

K7!<7.!;,3$!,%<!70;$1!2.44$20'7%2j!

!

!

:9)! _7E!8,%<!8$8-$12!7Q!<7.1!;7.2$;7/&!-$/'$3$!0;,0!,%<!%$E!201$$0!Q.1%'0.1$!X2'4%,4$F!
8,1@'%42!$06Y!'%017&.6$&!-<!0;$2$!26;$8$2!2;7./&!1$2#$60!0;$!6;,1,60$1!7Q!0;$!3'//,4$!'%!
0$182!7Q!&$2'4%F!&$%2'0<!,%&!2'0'%4U!

! L017%4/<!"41$$! ! ! "41$$! ! ! D7!N#'%'7%! ! ! K'2,41$$! ! ! L017%4/<!&'2,41$$! !

!

:99! _7E!8,%<!8$8-$12!'%!<7.1!;7.2$;7/&!-$/'$3$!0;,0!#,1@'%4!'2!,!#17-/$8!'%!0;$!3'//,4$j!

! L017%4/<!"41$$! ! ! "41$$! ! ! D7!N#'%'7%! ! ! K'2,41$$! ! ! L017%4/<!&'2,41$$! !

!

PQ!<7.!,41$$F!&7!<7.!;,3$!,%<!2.44$20'7%2!Q71!&$,/'%4!E'0;!'0j!

!
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:9=! _7E!8,%<!8$8-$12!'%!<7.1!;7.2$;7/&!-$/'$3$!0;,0!,%<!%$E!-.'/&'%4!&$3$/7#8$%02!8.20!
-$!&$2'4%$&!07!$%2.1$!0;,0!0;$<!&7!%70!,&&!07!,%<!$('20'%4!#,1@'%4!#17-/$82!

! L017%4/<!"41$$! ! ! "41$$! ! ! D7!N#'%'7%! ! ! K'2,41$$! ! ! L017%4/<!&'2,41$$! !

!

!

/,4H(C,.&*%#&91,%(0(,.&

:9M! _7E!'8#710,%0!,1$!0;$!-.2!2$13'6$2!07!<7.1!;7.2$;7/&j!

! B22$%0',/! ! ! P8#710,%0! ! ! D70!'8#710,%0! ! ! D$3$1!.2$! ! ! `7./&%50!.2$! !

!

>/$,2$!/'20F!'%!71&$1!7Q!'8#710,%6$!<7.1!#1$Q$11$&!&$20'%,0'7%2U!

!

!

:9A! _7E!E7./&!<7.1!;7.2$;7/&!1,0$!XQ178!)F!#771F!07!AF!$(6$//$%0Y!0;$!2$13'6$!0;$<!4$0!Q178!
$,6;j!

! B/$601'6'0<! ! ! `,0$1[L$E,4$! ! ! P%0$1%$0!,66$22! ! ! W7-'/$!#;7%$!,66$22! !

!

:9I! _7E!8,%<!#$7#/$!'%!<7.1!;7.2$;7/&!E71@!Q178!;78$j!

! D$3$1! ! ! N66,2'7%,//<! ! ! R$4./,1/<! ! ! T.//!0'8$! !

!

:9g! a.2'%$22$2!&$3$/7#8$%02!'%!0;$!3'//,4$!2;7./&!-$!$%67.1,4$&F!#173'&$&!0;$<!&7!%70!
,&3$12$/<!,QQ$60!0;$!6788.%'0<!E'0;!.%1$,27%,-/$!01,QQ'6!37/.8$2!71!E71@'%4!;7.12!71!
#7//.0'7%U!!_7E!8,%<!8$8-$12!7Q!<7.1!;7.2$;7/&!,41$$!E'0;!0;'2j!

! L017%4/<!"41$$! ! ! "41$$! ! ! D7!N#'%'7%! ! ! K'2,41$$! ! ! L017%4/<!&'2,41$$! !

!

! _7E!8,%<!'%!<7.1!;7.2$;7/&!,41$$!E'0;!0;$!Q7//7E'%4!20,0$8$%02j!

! ! ! b$2! ! D7!

:9J! +;$!3'//,4$!'2!077!28,//!07!2.##710!,!2;7#! ! ! ! !

:9H! W71$!201$$0!/'4;0'%4!'2!%$$&$&! ! ! ! !

:=G! W71$!-$%6;!2$,0'%4!'2!%$$&$&! ! ! ! !

:=)!! W71$!/'00$1!-'%2!,1$!%$$&$&! ! ! ! !

:=9! W71$!-'%2!Q71!&74!&17##'%42!,1$!%$$&$&! ! ! ! !

!

:==! P2!0;$1$!7%$!0;'%4!0;,0!<7.1!1$2#7%&$%02!3,/.$!8720!,-7.0!0;$!3'//,4$!0;,0!0;$<!Q$$/!;,2!%70!
-$$%!'%6/.&$&!7%!0;$!?.$20'7%%,'1$j!!!

!

!

!

!

!
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!"#$%&'())*+,&-,.(+%&/0*0,1,%0&23,.0($%%*(4,5&6778&

&

9::,%#(;&N<&&O0=,4&.3::$40(%+&#$C31,%0.<&&&

&

'())*+,&*::4*(.*)&D3,.0($%%*(4,.5&P886&L&P88Q&&

R,%.3.&4,034%.&P88P&*%#&677P&

&

&

&

'())*+,&*::4*(.*)&D3,.0($%%*(4,&

P%! "#1'/! )HH9F! ,0! 0;$! 1$?.$20! 7Q! 0;$! #,1'2;! 67.%6'/F! B<&7%! ],&'$2! .%&$1077@! 0;$! #1$#,1,0'7%! 7Q! ,! 3'//,4$!

,##1,'2,/!Q71!B<&7%U!!P%!0;$!67.12$!7Q!0;'2F!'%!L$#0$8-$1!)HH9F!,!?.$20'7%%,'1$!E,2!2$%0!07!$3$1<!;7.2$;7/&!

'%!0;$!3'//,4$U!P0!673$1$&!,!E'&$!1,%4$!7Q!?.$20'7%2!'%!71&$1!07!4$0!,%!,66.1,0$!,%&!73$1,//!3'$E!7Q!0;$!3'//,4$!

,%&!0;$!7#'%'7%!7Q! '02! '%;,-'0,%02!7%!,!E'&$!1,%4$!7Q! '22.$2U! !+;'2!#17&.6$&!278$!'%0$1$20'%4!1$2./02F!%70!

/$,20!0;$!6788$%02!8,&$!-<!278$!#$7#/$U!!!

K.$!07!0;$!/$%40;!7Q!0'8$!0;,0!$/,#2$&!-$Q71$!0;$!Q'%,/!#.-/'6,0'7%!7Q!0;$!"##1,'2,/!'%!)HHA!,!2;710!Q7//7EV

.#!?.$20'7%%,'1$!E,2!2$%0!7.0!07!2$$!E;,0F!'Q!,%<0;'%4F!;,&!6;,%4$&U!!+;$!1$2./02!Q178!-70;!?.$20'7%%,'1$2F!

,%&!8.6;!$/2$!7Q!'%0$1$20!,-7.0!0;$!3'//,4$F!E$1$!#.-/'2;$&!'%!)HHAU!

!

B(01,60$&!-$/7E!,1$!0;$!&$0,'/2!Q178!0;$2$!?.$20'7%%,'1$2!E;$1$!0;$<!,1$!1$/$3,%0!07!0;$!?.$20'7%2!,2@$&!

'%!0;$!9GGH!CKL!:.$20'7%%,'1$U!!

!

!

!

A$:3)*0($%&/(S,&

)HH)!O$%2.2*!D.8-$1!7Q!'%;,-'0,%02! M9A!

)HH9*!D.8-$1!7Q!;7.2$;7/&2! )IG! 

XT178!3'//,4$!,##1,'2,/U!D70!2.1$!E;$1$!0;'2!Q'4.1$2!678$2!Q178Y!

9GG)!O$%2.2*!D.8-$1!7Q!'%;,-'0,%02! !M99^!!!

9GG)!O$%2.2*!!D.8-$1!7Q!8,/$2! 99)^!! 7Q!Q$8,/$2!! 9G)!

9GG)!O$%2.2*!D.8-$1!7Q!&E$//'%42!X'%6!$8#0<!$06Y!! )H)!

9GG)!O$%2.2*!D.8-$1!7Q!;7.2$;7/&2! )J=!

)HH9!D.8-$1!7Q!;7.2$;7/&2!1$2#7%&'%4!07!2.13$<*!! ))9!!

)HHA!D.8-$1!7Q!;7.2$;7/&2!1$2#7%&'%4!07!2.13$<*!! J)!!

!

!

&
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9+,&-(.04(B30($%&

P886! P%!<7.1!;7.2$;7/&F!;7E!8,%<!#$7#/$!,1$!,4$&*! X))9!_7.2$;7/&2Y!

"4$2 GVM A!V!)G ))V)I )gV9) 99VMA MIVIA IAi +70,/2 

W,/$ )M )9 J )M MH =J )H )AM 

T$8,/$ )G )G g J A9 =) )H )=g 

+70,/2 9M 99 )A 99 )G) IH =J 9H) 

!"#$%"&'$"() *+,- .+/- 0+10 .+/- 23+.- ,2+.- 12+1-  

NQ!0;$2$!9H)!3'//,4$12F!9Ig!,1$!A!,%&!73$1!,%&!9=G!,1$!,&./0!X)g!,%&!73$1YU!

T178!0;$2$!1$2./02!0;$!,3$1,4$!3'//,4$152!,4$!'2!=gU9=!X=g!<$,12!,%&!=!87%0;2YU!

"3$1,4$!;7.2$;7/&!2'l$!'2!9UIG!#$127%2U!

!

P88Q! P%!<7.1!;7.2$;7/&F!;7E!8,%<!#$7#/$!,1$!,4$&*! XJ)!_7.2$;7/&2Y!

"4$2 GVM A!V!)G ))V)I )gV9) 99VMA MIVIA IAi +70,/2 

W,/$ )9 A )A A =) 9H )g ))M 

T$8,/$ M g A 9 =H 9A )= HA 

+70,/2 )I )9 9G g gG AM =G 9GH 

!"#$%"&'$"() .+.- 0+.- 4+/- 2+2- 22+0- ,0+*- 13+3-  

NQ!0;$2$!9GH!3'//,4$12F!)H=!,1$!A!,%&!73$1!,%&!)I)!,1$!,&./0!X)g!,%&!73$1YU!

T178!0;$2$!1$2./02!0;$!,3$1,4$!3'//,4$152!,4$!'2!=JUAA!<$,12!X=J!<$,12!,%&!I!87%0;2Y!

"3$1,4$!;7.2$;7/&!2'l$!'2!9UAJ!#$127%2U!

&&

677P&R,%.3.&?,034%.&

 Average age of villagers = 39.20 years.     Average household size = 2.31 

!

-*0*&,#(0(%+*! !+;$!9GGH!?.$20'7%%,'1$!;,&!2/'4;0/<!&'QQ$1$%0!-1$,@&7E%!7Q!6;'/&1$%52!,4$2F!Q178!GVA^!IV)g!

,%&! )JV9)U! ! +;$! 1$2./02! Q178! )HH9! ,%&! )HHA! E$1$! 67%3$10$&! '%07! 0;$2$! 6,0$471'$2! -<! 0,@'%4! ,//! 7Q! ,4$!

417.#2! GVM! #/.2! )[I! 7Q! ,4$2! AV)G^! A[I
0;
! 7Q! ,4$2! AV)Gi!#/.2! ,//! 7Q! ))V)I!#/.2! )[A

0;
! 7Q! ,4$2! )gV9)^! ,%&! 0;$!

1$8'%&$1!7Q!)gV9)U!!+;$2$!1$2./02!,1$!4'3$%!-$/7E!,2!070,/!,%&!#$16$%0,4$2F!,/7%4!E'0;!0;$!9GGH!070,/2*!

&

P886&

 GVA I!V!)g )JV9) 99VMA MIVIA IAi k%2#$6'Q'$& 

+70,/2 9J =J )g )G) IH =J  

 4+/- 12+1- 0+*- 23+.- ,2+.- 12+1- 5+5- 

&

P88Q&

 GVA I!V!)g )JV9) 99VMA MIVIA IAi k%2#$6'Q'$& 

+70,/2 )J =) I gG AM =G  

 *+/- 13+*- ,+4- 22+0- ,0+*- 13+3- 5+5- 
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&

6778&

 GVA I!V!)g )JV9) 99VMA MIVIA IAi k%2#$6'Q'$& 

+70,/2 9) =9 )J gI )G) AI )) 

 /+.- 15+,- 0+.- ,3+1- 2,+1- 1.+*- 2+0- 

!

&

J,%+0=&$I&?,.(#,%C,&

P886! _7E!/7%4!;,2!<7.1!;7.2$;7/&!/'3$&!,0!0;'2!,&&1$22j!

/$22!0;,%!) P!VA!<12 !IV!)A!<12 !)IV9A!<12! 9IVAG!<12! AGi!<12 

J =I =M )g )9 A 

.+1- 2,+1- 25+3- 10+,- 15+.- 3+0- 

"3$1,4$!/$%40;!7Q!0'8$!'%!)HH9*!!!!)MU!b$,12!)!87%0;!

!

P88Q! _7E!/7%4!;,2!<7.1!;7.2$;7/&!/'3$&!,0!0;'2!,&&1$22j!

/$22!0;,%!) P!VA!<12 !IV!)A!<12 !)IV9A!<12! 9IVAG!<12! AGi!<12 

) 9G =G )) )G g 

1+2- ,0+2- 2*+5- 12+4- 1,+.- *+4- 

"3$1,4$!/$%40;!7Q!0'8$!'%!)HHA*!!!!)J!<$,12!!

!

6778! _7E!8,%<!<$,12!;,3$!<7.!/'3$&!'%!B<&7%j! X)=g!;7.2$;7/&2Y!

G!V) )!\!A I!\!)A )I!V!9A 9I!\!AG AGi 

)M 9A MA )I 9H J 

15+,- 1*+,- 2,+*- 11+.- ,1+,- 0+*- 

"3$1,4$!/$%40;!7Q!1$2'&$%6$!#$1!;7.2$;7/&*!!)J!<$,12!,%&!M!87%0;2U!

!

&

9+,&$I&T$3.(%+&

&

P886!! `;$%!E,2!<7.1!&E$//'%4!-.'/0j! X))9!;7.2$;7/&Y!

>1$!)HGG )HGG!07!)HAG )HAG!i 

MH )M MH 

32+.- 1,+0- 32+.- 

&

P88Q!! D70!,2@$&!

!

!

!
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6778! `;$%!E,2!<7.1!&E$//'%4!-.'/0j! X)==!;7.2$;7/&2Y!

>1$!)HGG )HGG!07!)HAG )HA)!07!)HHG >720!)HHG 

I= )) A) )G 

3/+.- *+1- 2.+*- .+3- 

!

&

!1:)$"1,%0&

!

P886! _7E!8,%<!#$7#/$!,1$*!! X)HG!1$2#7%2$2Y!

P%!Q.//!0'8$!
$&.6,0'7% 

B8#/7<$& L$/Q!
B8#/7<$& 

k%$8#/7<$& R$0'1$& k%E,4$&F!
;7.2$E'Q$F!$06 

K'2,-/$& 

AM HI =H A M) 9J M 

,5+,- 2/+5- 13+/- 1+4- 10+3- 15+0- 1+0- 

!

P88Q! _7E!8,%<!#$7#/$!,1$*!! X9gI!1$2#7%2$2Y!

P%!Q.//!0'8$!
$&.6,0'7% 

B8#/7<$& L$/Q!
B8#/7<$& 

k%$8#/7<$& R$0'1$& k%E,4$&F!
;7.2$E'Q$F!$06 

K'2,-/$& 

=H IA 9I A =9 )J A 

,5+0- 23+,- 12+.- ,+/- 1/+*- 4+0- ,+/- 

!

6778! P%!<7.1!;7.2$;7/&F!;7E!8,%<!#$7#/$!,1$j! X9H9!1$2#7%2$2Y!

P%!Q.//!0'8$!
$&.6,0'7% 

B8#/7<$& L$/Q!
B8#/7<$& 

k%$8#/7<$& R$0'1$& k%E,4$&F!;7.2$E'Q$F!
6,1$1!$06 

N0;$1 

M= )G9 I) g IM H J 

13+/- 23+.- ,5+.- ,+3- ,1+*- 2+1- ,+.- 

!

&

&

A)*C,&$I&U$4E&$4&/03#"&

&

P886! `;$1$!'2!<7.1!8,'%!#/,6$!7Q!E71@!71!20.&<j! X9)9!1$2#7%2$2Y!

"0!;78$ B/2$E;$1$!'%!0;$!3'//,4$ `'0;'%!)G!8'/$2 `'0;'%!))!\!=G!8'/$2 N3$1!=G!8'/$2 

AG )G IH MH =A 

,2+0- 3+.- 2,+3- ,2+5- 1/+3- 

! "3$1,4$!&'20,%6$!01,3$//$&!07!E71@*!)=Ug!8'/$2!

!

!

!

!
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P88Q! `;$1$!'2!<7.1!8,'%!#/,6$!7Q!E71@!71!20.&<j! X9)9!1$2#7%2$2Y!

"0!;78$ B/2$E;$1$!'%!0;$!3'//,4$ `'0;'%!)G!8'/$2 `'0;'%!))!\!=G!8'/$2 N3$1!=G!8'/$2 

IA A MI =I 9= 

2.+1- ,+4- ,/+2- ,5+/- 12+1- 
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